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African Djembe Drumming

*Quick Guide Activity Sheet Rhythm
Activity Description

Chants: Call and Response Popular in Hip Hop music, call and response is an ancient African oral tradition. 
African history is an oral history. Call and response developed as an interactive way 
of telling and remembering songs and stories.

Rhythm Signatures Visualise the internal workings of your body and the rhythms that exist within it.  
This is your rhythm signature and like a fingerprint, uniquely yours!

Dance Initials Each person provides a movement and an accompanying sound which the group 
then repeats.

Observing Rhythms Together define what sound and rhythm is. Can you think of any sounds and 
rhythms, man made or present in nature, that surround us daily?  Try to imitate 
them.

Add a Beat Begin with a movement or a sound, or a combined sound and movement, and have 
each person add on another. See how many you can add on.

Group Work Work together in small groups to create a rhythmic phrase in sound and motion. 
Keep it simple! The phrase should be repeated at least twice.

Symbolic Notation Choose symbols and associate them with sounds and movement.  
Place the symbols into a pattern and play what you see.
Next, add a second or even a third layer below your first pattern and play what you 
see.

Rhythm Jam Improvise a rhythm. Be sensitive to the energy that you are building.

Technique: 
Posture
Bass, Slap and Tone

Ensure that students are seated correctly, back straight and shoulders up.
Remove jewellery from your hands and wrists. 
Introduce students to the three ways of striking a Djembe drum

Multi Tasking Can you call out your address and drum at the same time?

Creating Unity Hoza! Can you start, stop and change rhythms together in unison?

Call and Response Add chants and songs or improvise calls and responses while drumming.

Factual Content Learn about the origins of the Djembe drum and drumming around the world as you 
go. Refer to you information sheet

Solos Have the group maintain a steady beat and encourage solos.

Feelings Discuss the benefits of rhythm and drumming and how the activities make us feel.

Intentions Offer up some intentions and drum with those in mind.
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